URBAN AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION

18th ANNUAL MEETING
"THE URBAN POLICY AGENDA"
Marriott Pavilion Hotel    St. Louis, Missouri
March 9-12, 1988

Wednesday, March 9
2:00-7:00
REGISTRATION (Conference Headquarters Desk)

2:30-3:30
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Membership (Senator I)
Publications (Senator II)
Site Selection (Ambassador)

3:30-5:30
GOVERNING BOARD MEETING (Hawthorne I)

6:00-7:30
OPENING RECESSION (Stadium Club, Busch Stadium)
- co-hosted by Urban Affairs Quarterly, Center for
Metropolitan Studies, University of Missouri-St. Louis, and
the Journal of Urban Affairs, College of Urban and
Public Affairs, University of Louisville.

Thursday, March 10
7:00-8:00
5th ANNUAL FUN RUN (3 mile tour of downtown St.
Louis - departs from hotel lobby)

8:00-8:50
BREAKFAST (Hawthorne II)

9:00-10:30
CONCURRENT PANELS

1. Urban Health Policy: Agendas for Action
(Pavilion III) - James A. Johnson, Memphis State
University, moderator
   • "Economics of Aging: Implications for Urban Health
     Care"  
     William A. Aaronson, Widener University, and
     Barbara Burke, Charleston Memorial Hospital
   • "AIDS: An Urban Health Crisis?"
     Walter J. Jones and James A. Johnson, Memphis
     State University
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• "Implementing Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program in Minority Communities"
  Woodrow Jones, Jr., San Diego State University

• "Managing the Urban Public Hospital in Turbulent Times"
  Anne Osborne Kilpatrick, Medical University of South Carolina; Lynn Beasley and Agnes Arnold, Charleston Memorial Hospital

Discussant: Robert Johnson, St. Louis Regional Medical Center

2. Infrastructure Planning and Finance (Hawthorne III) – Arthur C. Nelson, Georgia Institute of Technology, moderator

• "An Analysis of Local Government Infrastructure Financing Strategies"  
  Paul G. Farnham, Georgia State University

• "Center-Periphery Issues in the Spatial Diffusion of Cable Television"  
  Robert Warren and Lamia El-Fattal, University of Delaware

• "Downtown Pedestrian Skywalks: Design and Policy Issues"  
  Kent A. Robertson, St. Cloud State University

• "Which Partners for the Cities in Negotiating Cable Franchises?"  
  Anne Blonde, University of New Orleans

3. National Urban Policy in the Reagan Administration (Hawthorne IV) – Myron A. Levine, Albion College, moderator

• "The President, Congress, and the Future of Urban Housing Policy"  
  R. Allen Hays, University of Northern Iowa

• "A Progressive Urban Initiative Under Reagan? The Joint Venture for Affordable Housing"  
  Myron A. Levine, Albion College

• "The Current and Future State of Federal Urban Policy"  
  Michael Brinmull, Mount Vernon College

Discussant: William Barnes, National League of Cities

4. Community Economic Development: Theory and Practice, I (Hawthorne V) – Marvel Lang, Michigan State University, moderator

• "Planning Community Economic Development Ventures: The Feasibility Study"  
  Phillip J. Reed, Michigan State University

• "Facilitating Economic Development Planning by Neighborhood Groups: The Role of the University Center"  
  Gaither Lowenstein, Wright State University

• "The Role of Nonprofit Organizations in Community Economic Development"  
  Mark Wilson, Michigan State University

5. Urban Economic Development: Perception and Reality (Senator I) – Todd Swanstrom, SUNY-Albany, moderator

• "Industrial Location: Existing Location and Sites' Perceptions Compared"  
  J. Scott McDonald and Dianne Lazear, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• "Predictors of Attitudes of Economic Development Practitioners"  
  Herbert J. Rubin, Northern Illinois University

• "Local Governments and Professional Sports Facilities"  
  Ray Hutchison and Gerrit Knaap, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay

• "Exploring Relationships Between Local Quality of Life and City Image"  
  Mark Glaser, Wichita State University

Discussant: Arthur Johnson, National League of Cities

6. Transportation Issues and Practices (Senator II) – Ralph Thayer, University of New Orleans moderator

• "Disability and Public Transportation Needs"  
  Gordon Bonham, University of Louisville

• "The Soviet Union and Metro: Museum, Leningrad, Kiev, Tbilisi"  
  Andrew K. Prinz, Elmhurst College

• "Alternative Financing in Transportation Systems"  
  Dean P. Bell, Dean P. Bell and Associates

• "Para-metric Modeling"  
  Kerwin I. Lee, Metropolitan Transit Authority, Housing, Texas

10:30-10:45
COFFEE BREAK

10:45-12:15
CONCURRENT PANELS
7. Community Economic Development: Theory and Practice, II (Pavilion III) – Marvel Lang, Michigan State University, moderator.
   • "Community Economic Development: An Examination of the State's Role" Rex LaMore, Michigan State University
   • "Changing Perspectives on Urban Policy and the Implications for Community Economic Development" Marvel Lang, Michigan State University

8. Urban Land Use Policy (Hawthorne III) – Marsha Ritzdorf, University of Oregon, moderator
   • "Electoral Land Use Planning: The Case of Growth Initiatives in California" Roger Caves, San Diego State University
   • "The Urban Land Use Implications of Federal Policies" Arthur T. Johnson, National League of Cities
   • "Conceptual Stretching: Impact Fee Policy in Florida" Jay D. Jurie, University of Central Florida
   • "Determinants of Exaction and Reverse Exaction Policies" Kenneth J. Dueker, Portland State University and Arthur C. Nelson, Georgia Institute of Technology

9. Urban Politics: Consensus and Coalition (Hawthorne IV) – Robert Pecorella, St. John's University, moderator
   • "Consensus Building as Part of the Local Policy Making Process: The Underground Atlanta Project" Harvey Newman, Barbara Ray, and Joseph Hacker, Georgia State University
   • "The Role of Community Coalitions in Placing Issues on the Urban Policy Agenda" David Sink and Genie N.L. Stowers, University of Alabama-Birmingham
   • "The Decline and Rise of the Houston Growth Coalition" Albert Schaffer, Texas A & M University
   • "Attempting Local Economic Development with Dispersed Political Power: The Case of Toledo" Ronald Randall, University of Toledo

Discusant:
Helga Leitner, University of Minnesota

10. Values and Challenges (Hawthorne V) – Anthony J. Filipovitch, Mankato State University, moderator
    • "The Values and Roles of the City in Social Theory:

Planning and Policy Implications"
   Jong-dal Kim and John M. Byrne, University of Delaware

   • "MOVE and the Poetics of Redemption"
   Seymour Mandelbaum, University of Pennsylvania

   • "Empowerment of Cities and Citizens"
   Robert T. Norman, University of Pittsburgh

11. Homelessness (Senator I) – Nancy Kleniewski, State University of New York - Geneseo
    • "Planning for the Homeless"
      Charles Hoch, University of Illinois-Chicago

    • "Housing Policy and the Homeless"
      Todd Swanstrom, SUNY-Albany

    • "Federal Intervention in Homelessness Issues"
      Robert W. Collins, University of Virginia

    • "Homelessness: The Need for a New Understanding"
      Pamela J. Leland, University of Delaware

Discusant:
Elaine Morley, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville

12. Round Table on AIDS and Urban Health: Policy Development and Community Response (Senator II) – Judith Bradford, Virginia Commonwealth University, convenor

Discusants:
Donald Seебurger, Mankato State University
Michael L. Mitchell, Metropolitan St. Louis AIDS Program

12:15-1:45
LUNCHEON AND PLENARY SESSION (Hawthorne I & II)

• "Comparing Canadian and U.S. Urban Policies"
  Matthew Kiernan, The October Partnership

2:00-3:30
CONCURRENT PANELS


   • "Impact of the Growth of the University of Akron"
     Gail A. Sommers, University of Akron

   • "Growing into a Developing Role: A Case Study in a Gentrifying Neighborhood"
     William Peterman, Sherrie Hannan, and Ken Briere, University of Illinois-Chicago
14. The Urban Affairs Quarterly: Two Decades of Urban Research (Hawthorne III) – John Clayton Thomas, University of Missouri-Kansas City, moderator

- "Earnings Determination and Employment Deconcentration: Toward a Geography of Stratification"
  Michael Price, University of Louisville

15. Problems of Districting in Cities (Hawthorne IV)

- "Cumulative Voting as an Alternative to Single-Member District"
  Richard Cole and Delbert Taebel, University of Texas-Arlington

- "Providence Redistricting: A Lesson Unlearned"
  Chester Smolski, Rhode Island College

- "Getting Ready for the 1990 Census in Drawing Ward Line Plans in Small Cities"
  Craig Van Gelder, Metro Services


- "Issue Confusion and Interest Co-optation in Times of Economic Transition: Implications for Urban Research"
  Richard K. Gherse, University of Dayton

- "Community Hospitals and Economic Development"
  Terry F. Buss, University of Akron and St. Elizabeth Hospital Medical Center

- "What Can We Generalize About the Economic and Physical Attributes of NBD's?"
  David C. Prospert, University of Florida

- "A Political Economy Framework For Understanding Economic Development Organizations"
  Timothy K. Kinsella, Cleveland State University

- "Land Use Impacts of an Industrial Plant Location: The Case of IGM in Fort Wayne, Indiana"
  C. James Owen, Indiana University-Fort Wayne, and John Stafford, City of Fort Wayne and Indiana University-Fort Wayne

17. Metropolitan Environmental Issues (Hawthorne V) – Sam Bass Warner, Jr., Boston University, moderator

- "Environmental Protection and Corporate Bankruptcy: The Reserve Mining Case Revisited"
  Dale Olsen, University of Minnesota-Duluth

- "Self-Regulation as a Local Option in Pesticide Management"
  Seth I. Hirshorn, University of Michigan-Dearborn and Ann Arbor City Council, and Vivienne N. Armentrout

- "State Environmental Policy: Siting Hazardous Waste Processing Facilities"
  Howard H. Foster Jr., University of Rhode Island

18. Round Table on Applied Urban Research: Bridging the Theory/Practice Chasm (Senator II) – Bernard H. Ross, The American University, moderator

Discussants:
- William Barnes, National League of Cities
- James Golden, National Association of Counties

3:30-3:45
COFFEE BREAK

3:45-5:15
CONCURRENT PANELS

19. Comparative Urban Policy: Planning and Urban Government in the United Kingdom and Australia (Pavilion III) – Hank Savitch, State University of New York-Purchase

- "Urban Government in the 1980s - The Recent British Experience"
  Robin Hambleton, University of Bristol

- "The Disintegration of Urban Policy: Glasgow and the New Britain"
  Michael Keating, Virginia Polytech Institute and State University and University of Strathclyde

- "Who Should Control the Urban Economic Development Agenda? The Policy Conflict over
20. Administration of Urban Organizations
(Hawthorne III) – Jane E. Decker, University of North Florida, moderator

• "Strategic Planning for Urban Policy Development"
  John K. Parker, California State University-Long Beach

• "Implications of Demographic Shifts on Local Government Structure and Processes"
  Dolores Brosnan and Stephen Loveless, Florida International University

• "Local Government Management Tools in the 1980s"
  Theodore H. Poister and Gregory Streib, Georgia State University

• "Organizational Professionalism and Urban Reform: The Contributions of Administration, Structure, and Politics to Municipal Revenue"
  John P. Forrester, University of Missouri-Columbia

Discussant:
William J. Pammer, Wright State University

(Hawthorne IV) – Margaret G. Wilder, Cornell University, convener

• "Creating Economic Development Opportunities for Local Government: Enterprise Zones in Ohio"
  Delysa Burnier, Ohio University

• "Urban Enterprise Zones: An Analysis of Employment and Investment Change"
  Barry Rubin, Indiana University-Bloomington, and Margaret Wilder, Cornell University

• "Social and Economic Impacts of Enterprise Zones: A Review of U.S. Programs"
  Earl Jones, University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign

• "An Assessment of the Effectiveness of Louisiana’s Enterprise Zone Program"
  Arthur C. Nelson, Georgia Institute of Technology

22. Public Housing: Alternative Arrangements?
(Hawthorne V) – Christine Cook, University of New Orleans, moderator

• "Evaluating Options to Conventional Public Housing

Management"
  William A. Peterman, University of Illinois-Chicago

• "Tenant Management in Public Housing: The Limitations"
  J.S. Fuerst, Loyola University-Chicago

• "What Are the Prospects for Resident Management at Public Housing Sites in the United States?"
  Daniel J. Monti, University of Missouri-St. Louis

• "Understanding Informal Helping"
  George C. Hemmens, University of Illinois-Chicago

23. Privatization, Privatism, and Nonprofit Organization
(Senator II) – Peter Gluck, University of Michigan-Flint, moderator

• "Privatization: A Management Tool or an Ideological Shift?"
  Sara Rosenberry, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

• "Privatism and Local Economic Development"
  Timothy Barnekov and Daniel Rich, University of Delaware

• "The Role of the P.A. Degree Holder in Managing Urban Nonprofit Organizations"
  Miriam Ershkowitz, Tennessee State University, Robert Bartlett, Purdue University, Walter Baber, University of Nevada-Reno, and Mark Drucker, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville

Discussant:
James Harris, University of Iowa

24. Round Table for Center Directors
(Senator II) – David Garrison, Cleveland State University, convener

• Future Federal Funding for Urban Research

• New National Housing Policy Proposals

• Other Topics You’d Like to Discuss

5:30-6:15
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
(Hawthorne III & IV)

6:30-8:00
RECEPTION – (Cupples House, St. Louis University) – hosted by St. Louis University to honor the 20th anniversary of its Center for Urban Programs
Friday, March 11

7:30-8:50
EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING. (Pavilion II) – Journal of Urban Affairs

8:00-8:50
BREAKFAST (Hawthorne II)

9:00-10:30
PLENARY PANEL (Pavilion A & B)
National Policy Perspectives on Urban Economic Development – Clarence Stone, University of Maryland, convenor
Ann Bowman, University of South Carolina
Arnold Fleischmann and Gary Green, University of Georgia

10:30-10:45
COFFEE BREAK

10:45-12:15
CONCURRENT PANELS

25. Racial Segregation in the U.S. and Canada (Pavilion III) – Alan F. J. Artibise, University of British Columbia, moderator

- "Planning the City for Racial Segregation: The Highway and Street Pattern of Atlanta"
  Ronald H. Bayor, Georgia Institute of Technology

- "Black Residential Segregation in Pittsburgh: A 50-Year Perspective"
  Joe T. Darden, Michigan State University

- "Racial Change in U.S. Cities: Integration or Deconcentration?"
  Richard A. Smith, Florida State University

- "Race, Location, and Residence: Asian Immigrants in Canadian Cities"
  John Mercer, Syracuse University

26. Urban Governance (Hawthorne I) – Martin Schiesl, California State University-Los Angeles, moderator

- "Improving the Quality of Council-Manager Relations: City Managers' Perspectives"
  Norman J. Fogel, University of Dayton

- "The City as a Complex Organization: Implication for the Form of Government Debate"
  Gerald T. Gabris, Northern Illinois University

- "Reformism and Fiscal Policy: Retesting Old Assumptions Under New Conditions"
  William J. Pammer, Jr., Wright State University

- "Innovation, Innovative Cities and Future Concerns of Managers"
  Karl F. Johnson, University of Missouri-Kansas City

- "Machine Politics in the Post-Industrial Era"
  Alan DiGaetano, Baruch College of the City University of New York

Discussant:
Miriam Ershkowitz, Tennessee State University

27. Urban Economic Development: Some Theoretical Questions (Hawthorne III) – Mickey Lauria, University of New Orleans, moderator

- "Whose Interests Are Being Served? Urban Economic Development of the 1980s"
  Gerry Riposa and Greg Andranovich, Texas Tech University

- "The Core-Periphery Trap in American City Politics, or Can The 'MC-CAP Trap' Be Avoided?"
  Daniel M. Schugasser, City of Newark, New Jersey

- "The UDAG Case and Public-Private Partnerships: Panacea or Subterfuge?"
  Max O. Stephenson Jr., University of West Virginia

28. Urbanization and National Development in Southern Africa (Hawthorne IV) – Renosi Mokate, Lincoln University, moderator

- "Operational Citizenship and Urban Form in South Africa"
  Sibusiso Nkomo, Lincoln University

- "Education and Balanced Development in South Africa"
  Mokubung Nkomo, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

- "Urbanization and Structural Adjustment in Lesotho"
  Bethuel Setai, Yale University

- "The Urban Question and the Struggle for the City in South Africa"
  Allan Mabin, University of Witwatersrand and Yale University

Discussant:
Robert Warren, University of Delaware
29. **Housing Policy** (Hawthorne V) – R. Allen Hayes, University of Northern Iowa, moderator
   - "The Impact of Housing Outspacig Household Growth: The Cleveland Case"  
     Thomas Bier, Cleveland State University
   - "Recent Changes in Housing Market Activity in Chicago's Logan Square"  
     Danuzio Lima, University of Illinois-Chicago
   - "Income Distribution and Disparities in the Housing Market: Can the Private Sector Produce Affordable Housing?"  
     Stephen B. White, Texas A & M University
   - "Stage Theory of Gentrification"  
     Robert Kerstein, University of Tampa

30. **Problems of Inequality in a Changing Urban Economy** (Senator I) – John Palmer Smith, New School for Social Research, moderator
   - "Making It Through Spells of Unemployment: Evidence from Northeast Ohio"  
     Peter J. Leahy, University of Akron
   - "The Real Income Gap: A Demographic Disaggregation of the 1980 Feminization of Poverty Data"  
     Marsha Ritzdorf, University of Oregon
   - "The Relationship Between the Spatial Distribution of Economic Dependency, Unemployment and Poverty"  
     Edward Hill, Cleveland State University
   - "Attitude Transformation in the American Worker: Traditional versus Humanistic Perceptions"  
     Ivan Lee Weir, University of Louisville
   - "Energy and Inequality: An Evaluation of a Federally Funded State Program to Address Low-Income Energy Costs"  
     John Byrne, Jong-dall Kim, Craig McDonnell, and Young-Doo Wang, University of Delaware

   Discussant:  
   Patricia Edwards, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

   - "Mayoral Style from Wagner to Kock: Socio-economic Context"  
     Robert Pecorella, St. John's University
   - "Changes in Community Development: 1960 to the Present"  
     Avis C. Vidal, The New School for Social Research
   - "Institutionalizing Empowerment: Community Organizing from the 1960s Through the 1980s"  
     Abi Colman, Kingsbridge Heights Community Improvement Corporation
   - "Back to the Future: The Sixties City Nears the Nineties"  
     Susan Morris, The New School for Social Research

**LUNCHEON AND PLENARY SESSION**
(Hawthorne II)
- "The Implications for a National Urban Policy of the Changes in Cities and Suburbs"  
  John Hebers, Princeton University

**2:00-3:30 CONCURRENT PANELS**

32. **Unequal Partnerships: The Political Economy of Urban Redevelopment** (Senator I) – Gregory D. Squires, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, moderator
   - "Cleveland: A Post-Populist Public-Private Partnership"  
     Dennis Keating, Norman Krumholz, and John Metzger, Cleveland State University
   - "Walking the Tightrope: Economic Development in Denver"  
     Dennis Judd, University of Missouri-St. Louis, and William E. Nelson, Ohio State University
   - "New Orleans: Public-Private Partnerships and Uneven Development"  
     Robert K. Whelan, University of New Orleans
     David Bartelt, Temple University

33. **The Changing Nature of U.S. Metropolitan Areas** (Senator II) – Janet Brand, University of Delaware and University of Strathclyde
   - "Managing Policy Responses to the Growth and Decline of American Cities"  
     Yong H. Cho and Yul Kim, University of Akron
   - "America's Troubled Suburbs: An Update"  
     Lowell W. Culver, Governors State University
34. Planning and Zoning (Pavilion III) – Fritz Wagner, University of New Orleans, moderator

- "How to Create A User-Friendly Zoning Ordinance"  
  Lurton W. Blasingame, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

- "Planning for Urban Infrastructure: A Rational Approach"  
  Howard R. Bolanoff, University of Texas-Austin

- "And Then There Was Zoning: The Development of the New Orleans Zoning Ordinance in the 1920's"  
  Ralph E. Thayer, University of New Orleans

- "North Fulton County, Georgia: Urban Growth Problems and Options for Governance"  
  Paul M. Hirsch, Georgia State University

35. Urban Service Delivery (Hawthorne I) – William J. Murin, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, moderator

- "Public Attitude Information in Local Government: Toward Establishing Norms"  
  Todd W. Areson, Ralph S. Hambrick, Jr., Daniel M. Johnson, and Horus M. Alkebu-Lan, Virginia Commonwealth University

- "The Effects of Urban Vs. Suburban Location on Public Housing Residents' Satisfaction with Housing Livability and Social Integration"  
  Raymond J. Burby and William J. Rohe, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

- "Block Organization, Mobilization for Anti-Crime Efforts, and the Fear of Crime"  
  Richard C. Rich, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

  Timothy D. Mead, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

36. Problems of Urban Governance in Black Majority Cities (Hawthorne III) – Toni-Michelle Travis, George Mason University, moderator

- "The Emerging Black Majority Cities in the Sunbelt States"  
  Craig Van Gelder, Metro Services

- "Perceptions of City Government: Regimes, Race and Class"  
  John D. Hutcheson, Jr., Edith H. Sage, and Robert E. Snow, Georgia State University

- "Racial Strife: Can a University Respond?"  
  De Bryant, Michigan State University

Discussant:  
Adolph Reed, Yale University

37. Third World Urbanization (Hawthorne IV) – Alma H. Young, University of New Orleans, moderator

- "Urbanization and City Size Distribution in Syria"  
  Riad G. Mahayni, Iowa State University

- "Rural Development in the Third World"  
  Vernon P. Deines, Kansas State University

- "Urban Infrastructure and Shelter Upgrading in Squatter Communities: A Review of Twenty-five Years' Experience in the Developing World"  
  James A. Van Fleet, University of Louisville

38. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PANEL: Public/Private Partnership in Urban Affairs (Hawthorne V) – Anthony J. Filippovitch, Mankato State University, convenor

- "Is the Riverfront Crisis Avoidable?"  
  William Page, University of Pittsburgh

- "Community Development Problem-Solving: The Negotiated Investment Strategy Applied to the East St. Louis Riverfront Dilemma"  
  Brad Dudding, St. Louis University

- "The Switch from the Public Sector to the Private Sector: Why Is It Happening?"  
  J. Barry Foster, Mankato State University

3:30-3:45  
COFFEE BREAK

3:45-5:15  
CONCURRENT PANELS
39. Governing the Local Political Economy (Pavilion III) – Ronald K. Vogel, University of Louisville, and Bert Swanson, University of Florida, moderators

- "Exploring Varying Interpretations of Big City Power Systems"
  Bert E. Swanson, University of Florida

- "Dynamics of Business - Government Relations in the Community: Towards a Typology of Public/Private Decision-Making Systems"
  Ronald K. Vogel, University of Louisville

- "The Centrality of the Local State in Remaking the Local Economy"
  Louise Jezierski, University of California-Berkeley

- "The Use of Political Economy Criteria to Functional Assignment in the Metropolis"
  Bert E. Swanson, University of Florida, and Robyne Turner, Florida Atlantic University

Discussant:
Mickey Luria, University of New Orleans

40. Problems in Urban Education (Hawthorne I) – Sue Marx Smock, Wayne State University, moderator

- "The Atlanta School Compromise and the Reconstitution of the Atlanta Regime"
  Brooke Randolph and Clarence Stone, University of Maryland

- "Choice, Race, and Public Schools"
  Jeffrey R. Henig, George Washington University

- "Factors Affecting the City/Suburban Residential Choice"
  David P. Varady, University of Cincinnati

- "Saliency Parental Views of Schools--for Each Child"
  Sue Marx Smock, Wayne State University

Discussant:
Adolph Reed, Yale University

41. Issues in Urban and Intergovernmental Finance (Hawthorne III) – Nancy McCarthy Snyder, Wichita State University, moderator

- "The Commodification of the City: Equilibrium and the Municipal Bond Market"
  John Byrne, University of Delaware, and Steven M. Hoffman, College of St. Thomas

- "Institutional Constraints and Municipal Service Costs"
  Gaines H. Liner, University of North Carolina-Charlotte

- "Grant Getting, Citizen Participation and the Bureaucratic Imperative: The Benefit Distribution of Recreation Projects in New England"
  Gary A. Mattson, University of North Florida, and Frederick Lorenz, Iowa State University

- "Methods of Financing Capital Improvements in U.S. Cities"
  C. Bradley Doss Jr., Georgia State University

Discussant:
Paul Farnham, Georgia State University

42. Urban Ethnicity (Hawthorne IV) – Andrew Sancton, University of Western Ontario, moderator

- "New Orleans’s Newest Ethnicity: The Vietnamese"
  Alma H. Young, University of New Orleans

- "Using Public Policy to Transform Ethnic Hierarchies: The Case of Montreal, 1960-1985"
  Marc V. Levine, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- "Recent Central American and Mexican Immigration to the San Francisco Bay Area: Population Flows and Policy Consequences"
  Steven P. Wallace, University of Missouri-St. Louis, and Michael Fix, Urban Institute.

- "Caribbean Immigrants to New York City"
  Ina R. Barrett, University of the West Indies

43. State Technical Assistance to Cities (Hawthorne V) – Loran Smith, Washburn University, moderator

- "Sampling from Total Household Enumeration Lists: Your State Government Can Help"
  Jo Anna Hunter-Mains, University of Louisville

- "A University-Community Partnership: The MSU-Benton Harbor Project"
  John J. Schweetzer, Michigan State University

- "Growing Technology-Based Businesses: An Analysis of Ohio’s Edison Incubator Program"
  Mark L. Weinberg, Ohio University, Marianne Hudson, Ohio Department of Development, and Mary Ellen Mazey, Wright State University

44. The State of Urban Studies and Planning Education (Senator II) – Donna Walker, Wayne State University, moderator

- "Fear and Hard Choices: Undergraduate Urban Studies in the 1980s"
  Dorothy Remy, University of the District of Columbia
48. St. Louis: Future Policy Directions (Hawthorne V) – Donald Phares, University of Missouri-St. Louis, convenor

- "Control of City Size"
  Elizabeth Clayton, University of Missouri-St. Louis, and Thomas Richardson, Columbia University

- "Government Restructuring of the St. Louis Area"
  Donald Phares and Richard Patton, University of Missouri-St. Louis

- "The Redevelopment of St. Louis"
  Daniel Monti, University of Missouri-St. Louis

11:00-12:30
TOUR OF ST. LOUIS
Tour Guide: Daniel Monti, University of Missouri-St. Louis

---
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